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Abstract
What is the social and educational purpose of museum and galleries? Should activities of
these institutions be complementary to education in schools?
Their approach is different from education that takes place in schools. Galleries and
museums cannot rely on school curricula,
however, they can help to make the school curricula real or more comprehensive
Museums and galleries play an important role in education process nowadays. It is believed
that they can communicate information in a way that neither family nor school usually
provides.
Museums should create enviroment for understanding of technical and scientific issues.
Gallerries, on the other hand, should foster sensitivity towards art and abiliy to interpret it.
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What is the social and educational purpose of museums and galleries? Should activities of these
institutions be complementary to education in schools? Should they aim at pupils and students only,
or also at general public? How can new media be used, how can pedagogy be fun and how can
spectacular items raise a more general interest?
These questions concern art galleries, technical, historical and ethnographic museums alike. They all
are trying to find suitable ways to present their collections to various target groups. Their approach is
different from education that takes place in schools. Galleries and museums cannot rely on school
curricula; however, they can help to make the school curricula real or more comprehensive.
By successful planning and designing exhibition rooms, projects and programmes, galleries and
museums can offer a multitude of presentation modes. A well-balanced combination of information
panels, short videos, live performances, temporary exhibitions, archive items and social interaction
can lead to a variety of opportunities to address different audience groups.
Besides their traditional roles, contemporary museums and galleries need to be able to organize
lectures, workshops, guided tours and other educational events for public as well as for groups with
specific needs such as children, elderly people or disabled visitors.
Museums and galleries play an important role in education process nowadays. It is believed that they
can communicate information in a way that neither family nor school usually provides. Museums
should create environment for understanding of technical and scientific issues. Galleries, on the
other hand, should foster sensitivity towards art and ability to interpret it.

EXAMPLES OF MUSEUM AND GALLERIES PRESENTING CULTURAL HERITAGE AND THEIR
CURRICULAR AS WELL AS EXTRACURRICULAR EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES.
For Apheleia project 2017 Education, Training and Communication, the following examples of
successful museum or gallery education projects were selected. They represent institutions from the
cultural metropolis of Paris and from the city of Brno, where the project member, Brno University of
Technology resides.
GET TO KNOW, LEARN BY EXPERIMENTING
Among the oldest parisien museums belong Palais de la Découverts and Muséum National
d´Evolution d´histoire naturelle.
Palais de la Découverte, Paris, France
The museum was founded by Jean Perin in 1937 on the occasion of L'Exposition Universelle, World
Exposition in Paris. Thanks to the work of volunteers, the universal exposition attracted two million
visitors over six months. Today, it is equipped with up-to-date laboratories and its headquarters,
Direction scolaire de la mediation organizes educational tours for students in the department of
astronomy, chemistry, physics, mathematics and other disciplines. The long-term work of the
institution shows that art and science are not incompatible, but complementary; the Palais de la
Découverte is incorporated within the Grand Palais. Since its opening, there has been a beneficial
cooperation and coordination of the programme between the technical museum and the art gallery.

La Grand Galerie du Muséum
National d'Evolution d'histoire
naturelle, Jardin des Plantes, Paris,
France
In 1635, Louis XIII signed the Edict to
create the Jardin de Roi pour la culture
des Plantes médicinales, the royal
garden for cultivation of medicinal
plants, which contained three
departments – botany, chemistry and
anatomy. On this basis, the Museum
of Natural History was founded in
1739 with three new departments
(mineralogy, geology , zoology), a
study library and a menagerie. The
first half of the 19th century is
considered the golden age of
museums, education and research;
the collections in Paris were extended
due to numerous worldwide
expeditions. When the Zoology gallery
was opened in 1889, it consisted of
1 150 000 exhibits. However, the
collection was damaged during the
World War 2 and the galleries were
later closed in 1965. In 1987, the
Ministry of National Education
decided to open an architectonic
competition for rebuilding of the gallery. The winning architects Paul Chemetov and Borja Huidobro
in cooperation with the set designer René Allio were able to incorporate the respect to the original
institution into the new educational functions of the gallery. Their project of the Zoology gallery with
the central Noah´s Arch feature was opened in 1994.

Parc de la Villette, Paris, France
The institution of Parc de la Villette offers a new way of information presentation – it aims at
providing experience of eye opening, understanding, listening and astonishment. It also offers space
for creativity, leisure, surprises and games. Parc de la Villette is basically only an area of 35 hectares
where you can just play or, if you want, you can acquire new knowledge as well. The author of this
project, architect Bernard Tschumi created this place of permanent animation by designing the
merging gardens, promenades and buildings. One of the buildings is La Cité des Sciences et de
l'industrie, which is fully fulfilling the project mission "to learn, to explore, to experiment.” Not only
does it offer space for young people leisure activities, but it also caters for professionals and
accommodates specialized media library, design studios, science club, training centre and history of
science and technology centre.

VIDA science park, Brno, Czech Republic
The VIDA Science Park in Brno was established in one of the former pavilions of Brno Exhibition
Centre in 2014. It works as a subsidiary organization founded by the regional government. The
Science Park is trying to attract visitors by giving them opportunities to experience science. They can
unleash a tornado, withstand earthquakes, ride a bike along the overhead rail, build a magnetic
sculpture or try to save human life. There is also a science theatre, where several times a day a show
full of experiments is taking place. School groups can attend those or make their own experiments in
laboratories. Theme-specific programmes and 3D movie nights are prepared for public, regular
workshops for families are hold on Sundays. The Vida Park has revived the former exhibition area for
new use – now it again informs and entertains public as it is a fun park explaining the science in the
world around us.
EXPLORE,COMMUNICATE, EXPAND ART
Centre Pompidou, Paris and Metz, France
This French cultural centre has become famous for its wide range of activities. Apart from holding
exhibitions and hosting lectures, they organize numerous creative events as well. One of the
exceptional workshops taking place in Centre Pompidou was focused on the use of wood in
architecture. Among the guests, there was the Japanese architect Shigeru Ban, winner of the Pritzker
Prize and author of the Centre´s building in Metz. The architect commented on the original intention
behind the meanwhile highly appreciated wooden structure: “Although, now, people think I am an
environmentally friendly architect, when I started nobody was talking about the environment. I was
interested in raw, cheap materials." (Ban, S., & Jodidio, P. (2012). Master of innovation: challenging
accepted notions of architecture. Köln: Taschen. Nevertheless, the innovative use of cheap building
material represents the outstanding qualities of both the architect and the art institution it
accommodates (Centre Pompidou in Metz) .

Constantin Brancusi´s Studio, Paris
The Centre Pompidou in Paris has always wished not only to present art, but also to show the
complex context of its creation. Therefore, its collections include a special item - the entire art studio
of the famous artist Constantin Brancusi (completed works, sketches, furniture, tools, library, record
library, photographs, etc.). After the studio replica was flooded in 1990, the Centre commissioned
Renzo Piano to reconstruct the studio. He recreated the original floorplan of the studio where
Brancusi had lived and worked for more than half a century. However, Renzo´s interior design is in
formal contrast to the spirit and disposition of the original studio. The studio itself is not open to the
public and the artworks presented in the centre of the building are only visible through glass walls.
“The intimate sanctuary and place for magical work has been transformed into a museum space
arranged according to a strict order.” The corridor around the studio and the enclosed garden are
always full of visitors enchanted by Brancusi´s creativity. On the other hand, critics of Renzo´s
method of presentation claim that the perception of works has completely changed.

Pavilion de l´Arsenal, Paris
Nowadays, the Pavilion houses an exposition on architecture and urbanism, but it has a long and
varied history. It was built between 1878-1879 according to a plan by the architect Clement for
Laurent-Louis Borniche, a timber merchant who was a friend and supporter of many painters. The
construction of the pavilion was inspired by the Palais de l’Industrie, which was holding annual art
exhibitions. The pavilion was originally designed as a folk museum for the owner's collection of
nearly 2,000 images. After his death, the building was changing functions – it was used as a
restaurant, workshop or archive. The characteristic piece of 19th century architecture gained its
original purpose again. The pavilion was reconstructed for expositions by the architects Bernard
Reichen and Philippe Robert. The new centre for information, documentation and exhibitions on
architecture and urbanism began its operations in 1988.

The city of Paris offers a wide range of outstanding art galleries and museums, for example:
Musée des Arts et Métiers – an industrial museum accommodated in the former abbey
Palais Tokio – an art institution enabling visitors to observe artists´ work in progress as well as its
results
Musée Branly – a museum using contemporary media to explore the meaning and creation of
presented artworks
Centre d´Architecture – an art centre presenting contemporary urbanistic and architectonic projects
in the context of historical milestones.
THE ROLE OF LOCAL MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES
The Helene and Edouard Leclerc Fund for Culture, Landerneau, France
The former convent, Convent des Capucines in Landerneau was founded in 1636. Over the centuries,
it served various functions (as a prison, school, factory, brewery, etc.). The original buildings were
modified for these functions, and new buildings were added. In 1964, Edouard Leclerc purchased the
complex and used it as his first department store, Supermarché Leclerc until 1986 when he moved
his business to a new location.
The complex received its current architectural function in the years 2011-13 thanks to a project by an
architectonic studio from Brest called HB2A -ICC (Loic Hilary and Olivier Brochet). The complex
includes a renovated chapel with new stained glass windows designed by Raymond Budet. As a result
of this successful conversion, there is more art and culture present in the city. Completely financed
by private donations and cooperating with similar art institutions, the goal of this project was to
make all forms of art more accessible by organizing large-scale exhibitions. The outstanding
conversed spaces of the former convent have hosted exhibitions of world-renowned artists such as
Joan Miro or Alberto Giacometti. These events are also accompanied by cultural mediation aiming at

all kinds of audiences: guided tours for Individuals and groups, creative and playful visits for families,
educational projects for schoolchildren, conferences, meetings with the artists, lithography and
writing workshops.

Jurkovič House, Brno, Czech Republic
Jurkovič House is one of the most important monuments of the 19th and 20th century architecture in
Brno. The house is an iconic example of Czechoslovak Art Nouveau style. Dušan Jurkovič, the
architect of Slovak origin materialized his vision of an ideal villa inspired by the English Art and Crafts
movement when designing his own house. Nowadays, the Moravian Gallery, the second largest
museum institution in the Czech Republic, administers the building. The house and its garden are
open to the public. Apart from presenting the most important exhibit, the house itself, the gallery
holds there short-term exhibitions of contemporary artists like architect Martin Rajniš or fashion
designer Liběna Rochová and organizes workshops introducing the intimate interior and artistic
atmosphere of the house to children or students.

Passerelle, Centre d´ART, Brest, France
The Centre for Contemporary Art in Brest is a platform for dialogue between artists and the public. It
was founded in 1988 in a former factory hall with an area of 4,000 square meters. The Centre´s
mission is to identify and disseminate art in public space where visitors can actively participate at
meetings with artists who create and shape our relationship to modern art.
The cultural life of the city is annually enriched by about ten monographic and collective exhibitions;
furthermore, numerous screenings, meetings, debates and practical art explorations are organized
here. The Centre d'ART does not only focus on visual art, but develops other disciplines of
contemporary art, such as dance, music and design too. The Centre´s activities are supported by the
city of Brest, the Conseil Général du Finistère and Ministere de la Culture ETDE la Communication
(DRAC Bretagne).
MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES IN FORMER INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES
Conversion projects of abandoned objects often consist of re-using the buildings for cultural
functions. To document their original function, many of the former industrial buildings are re-used as
museums.

World of Technology, Ostrava, Czech Republic
Vítkovice Steel Works in Ostrava can be characterized by its continuous history of two hundred years.
The complex is therefore an outstanding item of industrial heritage; it was listed as a national
monument and received the label of European heritage in 2008.

After 1989, due to political and economic changes, the steel works were transformed into a jointstock company Vítkovice, but the company experienced a large production decrease. Among other
important factors, the pressure to reduce pollution in the city lead to limiting pig iron production.
It has been a long process until Vítkovice´s importance and value as well as possibilities of
preservation and new use for the complex were appreciated. The complex gained cultural heritage
protection in 2000. The following conversion and re-use projects implemented on the abandoned
industrial buildings in the former blast furnaces in the Lower Vítkovice area created a new centre for
cultural and social life. However, highlighting the historical and technical aspect of the complex has
become the essential part of the revitalization project. In the former power station, the Small World
of Technology was founded. This museum is aiming at pre-school children. Later, a new building, the
Great World of Technology was constructed in the Lower Vítkovice area. With their permanent and
temporary exhibitions, lecture halls and workshops promoting understanding of science and
technology, both institutions proudly present the local tradition of heavy industry.

Luxembourg Science Centre – Groussmaschinn, Differdange, Luxembourg
Luxembourg Science Centre was founded in the renovated Gas Engine Power Plant in Differdange
thanks to the representatives of the city and Arcelor Mittal Company. The main mission of the
institution is to provide young generation with an insight into the future of technologies and future
sources of energy. Students from various European faculties of architecture, including Brno were
invited to participate at an international workshop in Differdange in May 2014. The workshop
introduced the first vision of the centre as the teams created various conversion designs.

Power Station, Pieštany, Slovakia
The Cultural Heritage object of Power Station in Pieštany was built according to an anonymous
project in 1906. The beautiful brick building with numerous decorative details and a spacious hall,
which was originally equipped with highly sophisticated machinery, is a witness of a time when
technical excellence, honest craftsmanship and artistic detail were appreciated.
This outstanding object offers a wide range of possibilities for cultural, social and educational
applications. The exposition includes elements of both technical and historical museum as it includes
presentation about history of the production and practical demonstration of electricity distribution.
The power station has also become a place for children to play, for students to generate new ideas
and visitors to contemplate on rational energy use.

Les Plateau des Capucins, Brest, France
In 1685, a convent for Capuchin order was built in Brest by Sébastien Le Prestre de Vauban. The
complex was seized in 1791 and assigned to the Marine. Recently, a project to re-use the site was
introduced which should create a new city centre district with around 560 accommodations, 2500
square meters of offices, shops, services, a cinema, library and cultural centre as well as with a
central public space dedicated to exhibitions and events. Thus, the revitalization project emphasizes
the cultural, social and historical dimensions of the area.
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